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What’s keeping you up at night?



The changing risk landscape

Human 
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What have I learnt so far?

Critical ‘Must Do’s’ going forward to deal with future 
shocks:

Do much more to evaluate future major shocks- prepare for the Grey 

Swan

Building resiliency 

Use of data and analytics to drive better decision-making

Elevate risk management to an enterprise/ strategic level

There is overwhelming 

evidence that taking an 

enterprise-wide approach to 

risk management is the most 

valuable lesson, and one that 

organisations are likely to carry 

forward from the pandemic.

Aon Global Risk Management Survey 

2020 In

 We live in a dynamic environment

 Scan for new and emerging risks 

 Risks are inter-connected

 Manage insurable and non insurable risks

Future 
shocks



Elements of Enterprise Risk Management

Material risks
Identifying and consolidating material risks 2

Risk appetite
Defining and articulating the risk appetite3

Monitor, evaluate and report
Monitoring evaluate and report material and 
emerging risks and controls 

5

Incident management
Incident management process6

4 Risk governance
Meeting ongoing reporting and disclosure
requirements

Risk strategy
Setting a strategy aligned with business goals1

Culture and conduct
Identifying effects of culture and conduct risks on 
objectives 

8

Risk resilience
Identifying ‘crown jewels’ where resilience is most 
required

9

Roles and responsibilities
Roles across 3 Lines of Defence10

Assurance
Evaluating and aligning risk and assurance 
processes 

11

7 Risk identification and assessment
Providing insight and quantification of material risks 

Training and Upskilling
Risk management training  

12



Risk governance and ESG

 New ISO  guidelines: ISO 37000
 6 enabling principles
 Board and management working together 

effectively 

Environmental

Social

Governance

 Rapidly growing area, of increasing interest and 
focus 
 What it is 
 Relevance to organisations



ESG - Potential issues impacting across the enterprise

Environmental 
factors

Governance 
factorsSocial factors

 Carbon / Greenhouse gas emissions

 Managing waste

 Fossil fuel dependence

 Climate change

 Water issues (use, access, local supply)

 Toxic chemical usage

 Renewal energy

 Diversity & inclusion 

 Human capital 

 Employee engagement 

 Fair trade

 Animal testing

 Human rights

 Working conditions

 Supply Chain diversity/business ethics 

 Board composition

 Transparency-reporting and disclosure

 Governance/Oversight committees 

 ERM / Ethics & compliance

 Company values/vision

 Director independence

 Accounting practices and policies

 Legal challenges and regulatory compliance

 Disclosure of ESG 



Final thoughts

New risk landscape presents new challenges we need to be ready for

Risks are interdependent and successful risk management requires an 

enterprise view

Use data analytics to make better decisions

Good risk governance is more important than ever



Actions to move forward with

Develop a risk strategy and plan that integrates both insurable and non-insurable 

risks. 
 Independent risk maturity assessment

 Insurance risk profiling

2

Consider ESG performance in your ERM framework and risk 

governance.
 ESG assessment as part of risk framework

 Create ESG risk register 

3

Ensure your existing risk management approach is up to date and 

relevant. 
 External reviews of framework

 Benchmark with industry peers 

1



Woodrow Bould | Director, Aon Risk Management 

Services

Woodrow manages Aon Risk Accounting which includes pre-loss policy 

structure and declared value consulting as well as post-loss claim 

management and advocacy services. Woodrow has managed and settled 

numerous complex claims for some of Aon’s largest clients and has 

experience across a wide range of industries, with the ability to add valuable 

insight and advice.

Visit | aon.co.nz/riskmanagementservices

https://www.aon.co.nz/Business-Insurance/Corporate-Business/Risk-Management-Services


Why is risk management and strategic insurance purchasing 
important?

Not all risks can 
be transferred to 

an Insurer

Not all insurable 
risks should be 

transferred to an 
Insurer

Where does 
strategic 
insurance 

purchasing fit in 
with your risk 
management 

strategy?

Conduct an Insurable Risk Profile

“Insurance is for when all mitigation controls fails”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not all risks can be transferred to an Insurer.Identify what can be insured, and purchase specifically what you need to meet your risk management objectives. These objectives may be conservative or aggressive in nature. Consider how much risk the business wants to retain vs transfer.Tolerance of insurable risks may be lower than uninsured risks, as reducing the risk to the balance sheet creates breathing room for risks that cannot be transferredNot all risks should be transferred to an Insurer.Depending on the cost of the insurance, the businesses ability to manage the risk and the business appetite for risk, many risks can be more efficiently managed in-house.This generally will not be the case for catastrophe risks such as flood, earthquake or fire, and the business interruption aspect of these risks should never be overlooked.Where does strategic insurance purchasing fit in with your risk management strategy?Strategic insurance purchasing focuses on all elements of the purchase, not merely the premium.What insurance does the business need to meet its risk management framework?What can you do to tailor the insurance you purchase?Does your approach to risk management make you more appealing to Insurers?One way you can achieve the above in a methodical manner is to conduct an Insurable Risk Profile, which we do for many clients. This identifies the key strategic risks of the business, and aligns your insurance purchasing with your risk objectives.



Business continuity plans (BCP) and Business Interruption (BI)

 BCP and your BI insuranceBCP / BI 

 Suez Canal
 Critical spares on site?
 Impact of a pandemic
 Indemnity Period

Testing your 
loss scenarios

 Checking efficacy of your BI cover with your brokerBI Cover

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How does a business continuity plan (BCP) help insurance decisions?The BCP will list scenarios and describe management intentions following loss eventsLook at the timelines for each scenario to get an idea of an appropriate Indemnity PeriodUnderstand how each scenario will financially impact the businessDiscuss the BCP scenarios with your broker and test how the policy will respond.Is your Indemnity Period long enough?Are your values high enough?Are your values significantly higher than your worst case scenario, and would a Loss Limit work for you?Will the policy actually respond to your scenarios?Are their alternative solutions to transfer or manage the risk?Knowledge of the risk and the insurance is necessary to achieve the best outcome.An important step in purchasing insurance is to discuss the ways the business may suffer a loss with your broker, to scenario test the insurance products that are being offeredWhen looking at business interruption cover, describe what could cause the business to suffer a major interruption;A major fire at the operational siteA staff strikeA loss at the port where supplies are shipped out fromA pandemic?



Covid 19 
(is everybody bored 
of hearing about it?)

State Highway 1 
in Kaikoura

“She'll be right” 
when setting short 
Indemnity Periods

Full cover for payroll, 
yet expected to 
make a saving

Suez Canal –
Who has revised 

their BCP?

Real life examples

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Unless a loss limit is used, it is almost impossible to claim the full sum insured for Gross ProfitAnybody updated their BCP following the Suez canal blockage?Do you consider concurrent events like a pandemic and a suez canal



Dr Tracy Hatton | Joint Managing Director, 
Resilient Organisations

Tracy has extensive experience leading research and consulting projects 

focusing on organisational resilience, disaster preparedness and recovery. 

Tracy works at the interface between research and practice, ensuring that 

high quality research is converted into real solutions for organisational 

problems. She is a skilled facilitator who delivers engaging and effective 

training and workshops relating to organisational resilience and disaster 

recovery.

Visit | resorgs.org.nz

Experts in risk and resilience

Helping organisations prepare for 
and get through times of crisis 

https://www.resorgs.org.nz/


Visualising the risk landscape

Knowable
risks

Risk 
transfer

Risk transfer

Risk 
mitigation

Risk assessment

Risk readiness
and response

Unknowable
risks 

(complexity,       
technology changes,

socio-economic 
changes etc)

Adaptive capacity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cecilia talked us through the risks – plenty of them.  We live in this VUCA world and in a country which is 2nd in the world for natural; hazard disaster costsAnd between Cecilia and Woody we have looked at two aspects of managing that risk – mitigation and risk transfer.Unfortunately that is often where many organisations stop.We can visualise the risk landscape like this – we have our world of knowable risks and we mitigate those, and transfer some.I am going to focus on our capability to be ready to respond when they arise – this is our business continuity and crisis management plans.But what if our plans are not fit for purpose (most were not for Covid), and what if the risk is just outside of our imagination, more in that unknowable circle – then we need to bring in our adaptive capacity.  Organisatioanl Resilience encompasses ALL of this diagram



The ability to 
survive
a crisis 

and thrive 
in a world of uncertaintyIt

Organisational resilience

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Resilience – overused.  We are using a very specific definition.



Planned AND adaptive

Pl
an

ne
d

Adaptive

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Research actually shows us, that no matter the event, it is a combination of planning and adaptive capacity that actually gets organisations through.Lets look at planning first.



The plans and processes to 
ensure timely and effective 
responses to any disruption. 
This is the control and co-
ordination of both the 
strategic and operational 
management of an incident.

Crisis 
Management

How an organisation 
achieves appropriate 
planning to reduce the 
impact of any disruption and 
to enable rapid resumption 
of activities.

Business 
Continuity

Planning



The business continuity journey

Tier 1
Under-developed 

Tier 2
Awareness

Tier 3
Established

Tier 4
Developed

Tier 5
Advanced

There is limited 
capability or support 
from top 
management, and 
little or no 
documentation of 
continuity plans.

Response remains 
primarily reactive, but 
responsibilities are 
assigned for specific 
tasks or compliance 
arrangements. 

Limited planning 
completed.

Supported by top 
management, critical 
risks identified and 
plans in place for 
specific functions. 

Some exercising and 
testing but not well 
embedded. 

One or more key 
components require 
significant 
improvement. 

Strong commitment by 
top management 
demonstrated  through 
policy, an  integrated 
programme and 
reporting. 
Plans are supported by 
analysis and exercised.
There is a clear 
response structure and 
awareness of plans 
across the 
organisation. 
All components in 
place to at least an 
adequate level.

Fully embedded into 
the organisational 
culture and accepted 
as everyone’s 
responsibility. 

Integrated into 
governance and 
management 
processes. 

Plans are integrated, 
supported by analysis, 
regularly exercised, 
validated, and 
updated. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Business continuity planning is an ongoing journey of development and not a one-time activity.Not fit for purposeOut of dateUnder socialised – you can’t get a consultant to write them for you.  You can get a consultant to help and build your capability.ZOOM POLL



Crisis management

Crisis management maturity overview
Immature Maturing Mature

React when it happens

A plan

Exercise/test/
refine plans

Capture lessons from
external events

Debriefs carried out and lessons 
embedded

Multiple tests/exercises

V3 or greater plan

Involve governance
in plan testing

Capture and embed lessons 
from real events

Undertake crisis
leadership training

Exercises and plan updates 
embedded into BAU

5

4

3

2
1

Outcomes

High risk of 
economic loss, 
reputation 
damage, long 
recovery, and 
high stress

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Similar problem and perhaps even less understood.Crisis management needs different structures to BAU management, and its really important that some people are still running the business, while some are running the crisis, AND that some people are looking at the strategic while some are looking at the overwhelming needs of the operational.



Planned AND Adaptive

Pl
an

ne
d

Adaptive

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And what about adaptive.



Indicators of resilience

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Unfortunately, when we get down to the nitty gritty of how organisations survive, adapt and thrive – there is a lot to it.  And, a lot sits in the soft skills space.This model – our oversimplified view of a complex reality, attempts to break organisational resilience down into manageable chunks, so that we can start to do something about it.  Of course things don’t fit into these discrete boxes, there are clear linkages and inter dependencies but it enables us to figure out somewhere to start.This model, built from multiple years of work examining in depth the differences between organisations who thrived through challenge and those who did not.  Based on research here in NZ but of course informed by international work as well.One of the key challenges we see in organisations is who owns this?  Notice that planning is just one of the 13.  It often may have a clear owner, but others much less so.  It requires top level commitment to get serious about looking at an org from a resilience point of view.  But, many organisations have and do make steps and we do have a measurement tool that can help start those conversations.



The 
business 
case for 

resilience



Andrew Horne | Partner, MinterEllisonRuddWatts

Andrew specialises in commercial litigation and dispute resolution. He also 

leads our insurance practice. Andrew has particular expertise in commercial 

and contract disputes, corporate and regulatory issues, financial services, 

insurance, technology and telecoms.

Andrew regularly acts for major listed companies and financial institutions in 

New Zealand and around the world. He is experienced in managing complex, 

high-value disputes and appearing as an advocate in all levels of the New 

Zealand courts.  He also regularly settles cases in mediation.

Visit | minterellison.co.nz

https://www.minterellison.co.nz/


How does law fit into 
a strategic risk management plan?

Before and during an event



Before an event

• Obligations – consider an obligations register
• Contracts - up to date and compliant
• Contract processes – effective
• Record-keeping – appropriate for legal risks
• Insurance – suitable for legal risks
• Action plan for legal issues



During an event

• Appoint a project leader
• Get advice early – legal, technical
• Preserve your records
• Contact your insurer / broker
• Manage messaging – internal + external
• Manage your team



Key contacts 

Cecilia Tse | Enterprise Risk Specialist
Aon New Zealand
t +64 9 362 9138 | m +64 21 955 764
cecilia.tse2@aon.com
aon.co.nz/riskmanagementservices

Woodrow Bould | Director
Aon New Zealand 
t +64 9 362 9266 | m +64 211 031 952
woody.bould@aon.com
aon.co.nz/riskmanagementservices

Dr Tracy Hatton | Joint Managing Director
Resilient Organisations 
m +64 21 160 7707
tracy.hatton@resorgs.org.nz
resorgs.org.nz

Andrew Horne | Partner
MinterEllisonRuddWatts
m +64 21 2451 545
andrew.horne@minterellison.co.nz
minterellison.co.nz

mailto:cecilia.tse2@aon.com
https://www.aon.co.nz/Business-Insurance/Corporate-Business/Risk-Management-Services
mailto:woody.bould@aon.com
https://www.aon.co.nz/Business-Insurance/Corporate-Business/Risk-Management-Services
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